Tribute to Excellence: Celebrating Diversity

Check the award for which you are nominating for the 2013-2014 academic year:

- **Favorite Faculty Member** Nominations and votes required. Presented to the faculty member voted favorite by students, for promoting diversity through curriculum, programming or outreach and/or by demonstrating sensitivity to diverse student needs.

- **Favorite Staff Member or Administrator** Nominations and votes required. Presented to the staff member or administrator voted favorite by students, for promoting diversity through programming or outreach and/or by demonstrating sensitivity to diverse student needs.

- **Favorite Department** Nominations and votes required. Presented to the office or department voted favorite by students, for promoting diversity through curriculum programming or outreach and/or by demonstrating sensitivity to diverse student needs.

- **Leadership Award, Student Group** Nominations and votes required. Presented to the student group which during the '2013-2014' year, most demonstrates and promotes diversity through activities and/or membership.

- **Leadership Award, Individual** Nominations and votes required. Presented to the student who most demonstrates and promotes diversity and inclusion through activities and service.

__________________________________________________________________

Your name: __________________________ Email: ________________________________

Phone: ________________________________

Circle one:  Student  Staff  Faculty  Administrator

I nominate: __________________________ for__________________________ (award)

This nomination requires two letters of support, which should be submitted with this completed form, or e-mailed to troan@ursuline.edu, by January 31, 2015.

Nominations and letters of support may be posted during the Tribute to Excellence and shared with nominee.

*In at least 200 words, explain why the person, department or group deserves the award for which you are nominating them. Use the back of this form or additional paper if needed or preferred.*